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The worktrotter´s guide to Denmark Dagmar Fink Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Globetrotters travel the world
for the thrill of the adventure. However, there is a growing number of ´Worktrotters´ – people that travel to

other countries to work and settle for short- or long-term.

This Worktrotter´s Guide is designed for people that move to live and work in Denmark. Most will face the
same issues and will need detailed practical information. This book is meant to be a ´starter-kit´ for

newcomers to help them understand the country and the Danes better. It provides all the necessary details for
getting settled and for the two first years in Denmark in a compact and easily readable form, and contains

links to more than 500 websites. The content is tried and tested, and based on the personal experience of the
author as well as many other international residents living in Denmark.

The author: Dagmar Fink moved to Denmark in 2006 after living in Germany, Romania, Sweden and the
U.S. Dagmar is a trained software engineer and has extensive experience as business and project manager in

innovative fields working for global companies including IBM and Mercedes Benz.
Since moving to Denmark, Dagmar has established the Worktrotter network with the aim of helping

foreigners enjoy their ´Danish´ life more quickly.
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